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Bhubaneswar : Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bhubaneswar has 
celebrated Utkal Diwas in a grand manner. Chief Guest Prof. Parthasarathi 
Ajay Barik, an eminent speaker of Odia & English Literature and Editor of a 
weekly newspaper “The Chira Sandhaan” graced the occasion, in the presence 
of Prof. Shreepad Karmalkar, Director, IIT Bhubaneswar, Prof. Rajesh Roshan 
Dash, Dean (Student Affairs) and Shri Bamadev Acharya, Registrar of the 
Institute. 

In his presidential address, Prof. Karmalkar described his experience in 
Odisha during more than a year of his stay in Odisha. He said : “IIT 
Bhubaneswar is committed and working consistently towards transforming 
the education sector of Odisha, with special focus on reshaping the 
technological education scenario of the State. Recently, the Institute has 
launched the ambitious 100-Cube Start-up Initiative, which aims to create 100 
start-ups, each with a valuation of Rs. 100 crore by the 100th Anniversary of 
Odisha in 2036.” “In addition, IIT Bhubaneswar is also focusing on researching 
the ancient knowledge resources to unearth mysteries behind the scientific 
insight and the engineering marvels of ancient Odisha,” he added. 

Speaking on the occasion, Registrar Shri Bamadev Acharya cherished the rich 
legacy and heritage of the land of Odisha. He remembered the role of great 
leaders like Utkal Gaurav Madhusudan Das and others in establishing Odisha 
as an independent state based on language. He also introduced the Chief 
Guest of the occasion. 

In his address to the gathering, Chief Guest Prof. Barik appreciated IIT 
Bhubaneswar for upholding and promoting the heritage of Odisha by 
organising such programmes. Through various literary references, and poetic 
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inferences, he recollected the contributions of different Odia leaders, who 
made efforts towards making Odisha an independent State. He also 
mentioned the history of Odia language and literature, which were enhanced 
and enriched by great litterateurs of the State, starting from the ancient age. 
He emphasized on the significance of Odia as a Classical Language of India 
and the art and culture of Odisha as part and parcel of Odisha’s rich tradition. 

At the outset, Dr. Remya Neelancherry, Coordinator, Ek Bharat Shreshtha 
Bharat (EBSB) delivered the welcome address. The programme was 
coordinated by the EBSB Team of IIT Bhubaneswar. 

The celebration also included a Quiz on Odisha. A vibrant cultural programme 
by the members of the Institute showcased the spirit of the occasion and 
enthralled the audience. 

To mark the occasion, the Central Library of the Institute has initiated a 
special book display celebrating the enchanting land of Odisha and its rich 
cultural heritage for the members of the Institute. This special collection of 
books, that delves into various facets of Odisha’s heritage, including its 
history, art, culture, language, and literature will be displayed from 1st April to 
3rd April 2024. 

Prior to this, on the eve of Utkal Diwas, the Unnat Bharat Abhiyan (UBA) of IIT 
Bhubaneswar organized an Exhibition-cum-Sale of various traditional foods 
like poda pitha, arisha pitha, rasabali, millet items etc. and handicrafts of 
Odisha like Pattachitra products, Pipili Chandua, Sabai Ghasa Products, home 
decors and jewelry with traditional artwork etc., representing the rich culture 
and heritage of the State on 31st March 2024. As many as 14 organisations, 
including Self Help Groups from nearby villages adopted under UBA, start-ups 
incubated at IIT Bhubaneswar, and women entrepreneurs of Kalinga Swaraj 
Foundation (Women’s Wing) participated in this programme and showcased 
their handcrafted products and culinary delights. This Exhibition-cum-Sale 
witnessed a footfall of around 700 visitors, including the residents of IIT 
Bhubaneswar campus and the vicinity of the Institute. Director Prof. Shreepad 
Karmalkar encouraged the participants and handed over prizes to the top 
three stalls and the top three dishes presented in the exhibition. Dr. Seema 
Bahinipati, Coordinator, UBA, IIT Bhubaneswar and Dr. Madhusmita Dash, 
along with the volunteers of the team managed this event. 
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ଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର, ୧  ଏପି୍ରଲ ୨୦୨୪: ଭାରତୀୟ ପ୍ରଯୁକି୍ତବଦିୟା ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠାେ (ଆଇଆଇଟ)ି ଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର ପକ୍ଷରୁ ଉତ୍କଳ ଦବିସ 
ମହାସମାନରାହନର ପାଳତି ନହାଇଯାଇଛ।ି ଓଡଆି ଏବଂ ଇଂରାଜୀ ସାହତିୟର ବଶିଷି୍ଟ ବକ୍ତା ତଥା ସାପ୍ତାହକି 
ଖବରକାଗଜ “ଚରି ସାନ୍ଧାେ” ର ସମ୍ପାଦକ ପ୍ରନେସର ପାଥଥସାରଥୀ ଅଜୟ ବାରକି ମୁଖୟ ଅତଥିି  ଭାନବ ନଯାଗ 
ନଦଇଥିବା ନବନଳ ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱରର େନିଦଥଶକ ପ୍ରନେସର ଶ୍ରୀପଦ କରମଲକର, ଡନି୍ (ଛାତ୍ର ବୟାପାର) 
ପ୍ରନେସର ରାନଜଶ ନରାଶେ ଦାଶ ଏବଂ ନରଜଷି୍ଟ୍ରାର ଶ୍ରୀ ବାମନଦବ ଆଚାଯଥୟ ମଧ୍ୟ ଏହ ିଉତ୍ସବନର ଉପସି୍ଥତ ଥିନଲ। 
େଜିର ଅଧ୍ୟକ୍ଷୀୟ ବକ୍ତବୟନର ପ୍ରନେସର କରମଲକର ଭାଷଣନର ଓଡଶିାନର ରହବିାର ଏକ ବଷଥରୁ ଅଧିକ ସମୟ 
ମଧ୍ୟନର ତାଙ୍କ ଅଭିଜ୍ଞତା ବର୍ଣ୍ଥୋ କରଥିିନଲ। ନସ କହଛିନ୍ତ:ି “ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର ଓଡଶିାର ଶିକ୍ଷା ନକ୍ଷତ୍ରର ରୂପାନ୍ତର 
ଦଗିନର କ୍ରମାଗତ ଭାବନର କାଯଥୟ କରୁଛ ିଏବଂ ରାଜୟର ନବୈଷୟିକ ଶକି୍ଷା ଦୃଷ୍ଟିନକାଣର ପୁେଃେମିଥାଣ ଉପନର ବନିଶଷ 
ଧ୍ୟାେ ନଦଇଛ।ି ସମ୍ପ୍ରତ,ି ଇେଷ୍ଟିଚୁୟଟ୍ ଉଚ୍ଚାଭିଳାଷୀ ୧୦୦-କୁୟବ୍ ଷ୍ଟାଟଥ ଅପ୍ ଇେସିଏିଟଭିର ଆରମ୍ଭ କରଛି,ି ଯାହାର 
ଲକ୍ଷୟ ୨୦୩୬ନର ସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର ଓଡଶିାର ୧୦୦ତମ ବଷଥ ପୂର୍ତ୍ତି ସୁଦ୍ଧା ୧୦୦ ନକାଟ ିତାଙ୍କ ମୂଲୟ ବଶିଷି୍ଟ ୧୦୦ଟ ିଷ୍ଟାଟଥ-
ଅପର ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠା। ” ନସ ଆହୁର ିମଧ୍ୟ କହଛିନ୍ତ ିନଯ, ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର ମଧ୍ୟ ପ୍ରାଚୀେ ଜ୍ଞାେ ସମବଳ ଉପନର 
ଗନବଷଣା ଉପନର ଧ୍ୟାେ ନଦଉଛ ିଏବଂ ନବୈଜ୍ଞାେକି  ନକୌଶଳ ଓ ପ୍ରାଚୀେ ଓଡଶିାର ଇଞି୍ଜେୟିରଂି ଚମତ୍କାର ପଛନର 
ଥିବା ରହସୟ ଉନେମାଚେ ଦଗିନର କାଯଥୟ କରୁଛ।ି 
ଏହ ିଅବସରନର ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠାେର ନରଜଷି୍ଟ୍ରାର ଶ୍ରୀ ବାମନଦବ ଆଚାଯଥୟ ନରଜଷି୍ଟ୍ରାର ଶ୍ରୀ ବାମନଦବ ଆଚାଯଥୟ ଓଡଶିାର 
ସମଦୃ୍ଧ ଉର୍ତ୍ତରାଧିକାରୀ ତଥା ଐତହିୟର ମହାେତା ବଖାଣିଥିନଲ। ଭାଷା ଉପନର ଆଧାରତି ଏକ ସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର ରାଜୟ ଭାବନର 
ଓଡଶିା ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠା କରିବାନର ଉତ୍କଳ ନଗୌରବ ମଧୁସୂଦେ ଦାସ ଏବଂ ଅେୟମାେଙ୍କ ପର ିମହାେ ନେତାଙ୍କ ଭୂମିକା ନସ 
ସ୍ମରଣ କରଥିିନଲ। ନସ ଏହ ିଉତ୍ସବର ମୁଖୟ ଅତଥିିଙ୍କ ପରଚିୟ ମଧ୍ୟ ପ୍ରଦାେ କରଥିିନଲ। 
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ଏହ ିସମାନବଶକୁ ସନମବାଧିତ କର ିମୁଖୟ ଅତଥିି ପ୍ରନେସର ବାରକି ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱରଙୁ୍କ ଏଭଳ ିକାଯଥୟକ୍ରମ 
ଆନୟାଜେ କରି ଓଡଶିାର ଐତହିୟକୁ ବଞ୍ଚାଇ ରଖିବାର ପ୍ରୟାସ କରୁଥିବାରୁ ପ୍ରଶଂସା କରଥିିନଲ। ବଭିିନ୍ନ ସାହତିୟିକ 
ସନ୍ଦଭଥ ଏବଂ କବତିା ସମବନ୍ଧୀୟ ସୂଚୋ ମାଧ୍ୟମନର ନସ ବଭିିନ୍ନ ଓଡଆି ନେତାଙ୍କ ଅବଦାେକୁ ମନେ ପକାଇଥିନଲ, 

ନଯଉଁମାନେ ଓଡଶିାକୁ ଏକ ସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର ରାଜୟ କରିବା ଦଗିନର ଉଦୟମ କରଥିିନଲ। ନସ ପ୍ରାଚୀେ କାଳରୁ ରାଜୟର ମହାେ 
ସାହତିୟିକମାେଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାରା ବୃଦ୍ଧ ିଏବଂ ସମଦୃ୍ଧ ନହାଇଥିବା ଓଡଆି ଭାଷା ଏବଂ ସାହତିୟର ଇତହିାସ ବଷିୟନର ମଧ୍ୟ 
ଉନେଖ କରଥିିନଲ। ନସ ଭାରତର ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରୀୟ ଭାଷା ଭାବନର ଓଡଆି ଭାଷାର ମହାେତା  ଏବଂ ଓଡଶିାର ସମୃଦ୍ଧ କଳା ଓ 
ପରମ୍ପରା ବଷିୟନର ମଧ୍ୟ କହଥିିନଲ। 
କାଯଥୟକ୍ରମର ପ୍ରାରମ୍ଭନର ଡକଟର ନରମୟା  େୀଲାେନଚରୀ, ଏକ ଭରତ ନଶ୍ରଷ୍ଠ ଭାରତ (ଇବଏିସବ)ିର 
ସଂନଯାଜକ  ସ୍ୱାଗତ ଭାଷଣ ପ୍ରଦାେ କରଥିିନଲ। ଏହ ିକାଯଥୟକ୍ରମକୁ ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱରର ଇବଏିସବ ିଟମି୍ 
ସଂନଯାଜୋ କରଥିିନଲ। 
ଏହ ିଅବସରନର, ଓଡଶିା ଉପନର ଏକ କି୍ୱଜ୍ କାଯଥୟକ୍ରମ ମଧ୍ୟ ଅେୁଷି୍ଠତ ନହାଇଥିଲା। ଅେୁଷ୍ଠାେର ସଦସୟମାେଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାରା 
ପରନିବଷିତ ସାଂସ୍କତୃକି କାଯଥୟକ୍ରମ ଉତ୍କଳର କଳା ଓ ଐତହିୟର ପ୍ରଦଶଥେ କରି ଦଶଥକଙୁ୍କ ଆକଷିତ କରଥିିଲା। 
ଏହ ିଉତ୍ସବକୁ ପାଳେ କରିବା ଉନଦଶୟନର ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠାେର ନକନ୍ଦ୍ରୀୟ ପାଠାଗାର ପକ୍ଷରୁ ଓଡଶିା ସମ୍ପକତି ବଭିିନ୍ନ 
ପୁସ୍ତକର  ଏକ ସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର ପ୍ରଦଶଥେ କରଛି।ି ଇତହିାସ, କଳା, ସଂସ୍କତୃ,ି ଭାଷା, ଏବଂ ସାହତିୟ  ସନମତ ବଭିିନ୍ନ ବଷିୟ 
ଉପନର ସମବଳତି ଏହ ିସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର ପୁସ୍ତକ ସଂଗ୍ରହ ୧ ଏପି୍ରଲରୁ ୩ ଏପି୍ରଲ ପଯଥୟନ୍ତ ପ୍ରଦଶତି ନହବ। 
 

ଏହାପୂବଥରୁ, ଉତ୍କଳ ଦବିସର ଅବୟବହତି ପୂବଥରୁ ମାଚ୍ଚଥ ୩୧ ତାରଖି ସନ୍ଧୟାନର ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱରର ଉନ୍ନତ 
ଭାରତ ଅଭିଯାେ (ୟୁବଏି) ପକ୍ଷରୁ ଓଡଶିାର ବଭିିନ୍ନ ପାରମ୍ପରିକ ଖାଦୟ ଏବଂ ହସ୍ତତନ୍ତ ସାମଗ୍ରୀର ଏକ ପ୍ରଦଶଥେୀ 
ଆନୟାଜତି ନହାଇଥିଲା। ଏହ ିପ୍ରଦଶଥେୀନର ନପାଡ ପିଠା, ଆରଶିା ପିଠା, ରସାବଳୀ, ମାଣି୍ଡଆରୁ ପ୍ରସୁ୍ତତ ବଭିିନ୍ନ ଖାଦୟ 
ସାମଗ୍ରୀ ଇତୟାଦ ିତଥା ପଟ୍ଟଚତି୍ର ଉତ୍ପାଦ, ପିପିଲି ଚାନୁ୍ଦଆ, ସାବାଇ ଘାସରୁ ପ୍ରସୁ୍ତତ ସାମଗ୍ରୀ, ପାରମ୍ପରକି କଳାନର ସମଦୃ୍ଧ 
ବଭିିନ୍ନ ଘର ସାଜସଜ୍ଜା ସାମଗ୍ରୀ ଏବଂ ଅଳଙ୍କାର ଆଦ ିପ୍ରଦଶତି ଏବଂ ବକି୍ରୟ ନହାଇଥିଲା।  ୟୁବଏି ଅଧୀେନର 
ନପାଷୟଗ୍ରାମ ଭାନବ ଗ୍ରହଣ କରାଯାଇଥିବା େକିଟବର୍ତ୍ତଥୀ ଗ୍ରାମଗୁଡକିର ସ୍ୱୟଂ ସହାୟକ ନଗାଷ୍ଠୀ, ଆଇଆଇଟ ି
ଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର ଅଧିେସ୍ଥ ଷ୍ଟାଟଥ ଅପ୍ ଏବଂ କଳଙି୍ଗ ସ୍ୱରାଜ ୋଉନଣ୍ଡସନ୍ (ମହଳିା ୱିଙ୍୍ଗ) ର ମହଳିା ଉନଦୟାଗୀମାେଙ୍କ 
ସନମତ ୧୪ ଟ ିସଂଗଠେ  ଏହ ିକାଯଥୟକ୍ରମନର ଅଂଶଗ୍ରହଣ କରଥିିନଲ ଏବଂ ନସମାେଙ୍କର ହସ୍ତତନ୍ତ ଉତ୍ପାଦ ଏବଂ 
ରନ୍ଧେ ସାମଗ୍ରୀ ପ୍ରଦଶଥେ କରିଥିନଲ।  ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର କୟାମ୍ପସ ଏବଂ ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠାେର ଆଖପାଖ ବାସନି୍ଦାଙ୍କ 
ସନମତ ପ୍ରାୟ ୭୦୦ ବୟକି୍ତ ଏହ ିପ୍ରଦଶଥେୀ-ତଥା-ବକି୍ରୟ କାଯଥୟକ୍ରମକୁ ବୁଲି ନଦଖିଥିନଲ। େନିଦଥଶକ ପ୍ରନେସର ଶ୍ରୀପଦ୍ 
କରମାଲକର ଅଂଶଗ୍ରହଣକାରୀମାେଙୁ୍କ ଉତ୍ସାହତି କରଥିିନଲ ଏବଂ ପ୍ରଦଶଥେୀନର ଉପସ୍ଥାପିତ ନହାଇଥିବା ନଶ୍ରଷ୍ଠ 
ତନିୋଟ ିଷ୍ଟଲ୍ ଏବଂ ନଶ୍ରଷ୍ଠ ତନିୋଟ ିଖାଦୟକୁ ପୁରସ୍କାର ବତିରଣ କରଥିିନଲ। ୟୁବଏି ଦଳର ନସ୍ୱଚ୍ଛାନସବୀମାେଙ୍କ ସହ 
ୟୁବଏିର ସଂନଯାଜକିା ଡକଟର ସୀମା ବାହେିୀପତ ିଏବଂ ଡକଟର ମଧୁସି୍ମତା ଦାଶ ପ୍ରମୁଖ ଏହ ିକାଯଥୟକ୍ରମର ପରିଚାଳୋ 
କରଥିିନଲ। 
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ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର ପକ୍ଷରୁ ଉତ୍କଳ ଦବିସ ଅବସରନର ଓଡଶିା ଇତହିାସ ଓ 
ଐତହିୟକୁ ସ୍ମତୃଚିାରଣ 

ଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର, ୧ ଏପି୍ରଲ ୨୦୨୪: ଭାରତୀୟ ପ୍ରଯୁକି୍ତବଦିୟା ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠାେ (ଆଇଆଇଟ)ି ଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର ପକ୍ଷରୁ ଉତ୍କଳ ଦବିସ 
ମହାସମାନରାହନର ପାଳତି ନହାଇଯାଇଛ।ି ଓଡଆି ଏବଂ ଇଂରାଜୀ ସାହତିୟର ବଶିଷି୍ଟ ବକ୍ତା ତଥା ସାପ୍ତାହକି ଖବରକାଗଜ “ଚରି 
ସାନ୍ଧାେ” ର ସମ୍ପାଦକ ପ୍ରନେସର ପାଥଥସାରଥୀ ଅଜୟ ବାରକି ମୁଖୟ ଅତଥିି ଭାନବ ନଯାଗ ନଦଇଥିବା ନବନଳ ଆଇଆଇଟ ି
ଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱରର େନିଦଥଶକ ପ୍ରନେସର ଶ୍ରୀପଦ କରମଲକର, ଡନି୍ (ଛାତ୍ର ବୟାପାର) ପ୍ରନେସର ରାନଜଶ ନରାଶେ ଦାଶ ଏବଂ 
ନରଜଷି୍ଟ୍ରାର ଶ୍ରୀ ବାମନଦବ ଆଚାଯଥୟ ମଧ୍ୟ ଏହ ିଉତ୍ସବନର ଉପସି୍ଥତ ଥିନଲ। 
େଜିର ଅଧ୍ୟକ୍ଷୀୟ ବକ୍ତବୟନର ପ୍ରନେସର କରମଲକର ଭାଷଣନର ଓଡଶିାନର ରହବିାର ଏକ ବଷଥରୁ ଅଧିକ ସମୟ ମଧ୍ୟନର ତାଙ୍କ 

https://www.yuvasamay.com/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas/
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ଅଭିଜ୍ଞତା ବର୍ଣ୍ଥୋ କରଥିିନଲ। ନସ କହଛିନ୍ତ:ି “ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର ଓଡଶିାର ଶକି୍ଷା ନକ୍ଷତ୍ରର ରୂପାନ୍ତର ଦଗିନର କ୍ରମାଗତ ଭାବନର 
କାଯଥୟ କରୁଛ ିଏବଂ ରାଜୟର ନବୈଷୟିକ ଶକି୍ଷା ଦୃଷ୍ଟିନକାଣର ପୁେଃେମିଥାଣ ଉପନର ବନିଶଷ ଧ୍ୟାେ ନଦଇଛ।ି ସମ୍ପ୍ରତ,ି ଇେଷ୍ଟିଚୁୟଟ୍ 
ଉଚ୍ଚାଭିଳାଷୀ ୧୦୦-କୁୟବ୍ ଷ୍ଟାଟଥ ଅପ୍ ଇେସିଏିଟଭିର ଆରମ୍ଭ କରଛି,ି ଯାହାର ଲକ୍ଷୟ ୨୦୩୬ନର ସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର ଓଡଶିାର ୧୦୦ତମ ବଷଥ 
ପୂର୍ତ୍ତ ିସୁଦ୍ଧା ୧୦୦ ନକାଟ ିତାଙ୍କ ମୂଲୟ ବଶିଷି୍ଟ ୧୦୦ଟ ିଷ୍ଟାଟଥ-ଅପର ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠା। ” ନସ ଆହୁର ିମଧ୍ୟ କହଛିନ୍ତ ିନଯ, ଆଇଆଇଟ ି
ଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର ମଧ୍ୟ ପ୍ରାଚୀେ ଜ୍ଞାେ ସମବଳ ଉପନର ଗନବଷଣା ଉପନର ଧ୍ୟାେ ନଦଉଛ ିଏବଂ ନବୈଜ୍ଞାେକି ନକୌଶଳ ଓ ପ୍ରାଚୀେ ଓଡଶିାର 
ଇଞି୍ଜେୟିରଂି ଚମତ୍କାର ପଛନର ଥିବା ରହସୟ ଉନେମାଚେ ଦଗିନର କାଯଥୟ କରୁଛ।ି 
ଏହ ିଅବସରନର ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠାେର ନରଜଷି୍ଟ୍ରାର ଶ୍ରୀ ବାମନଦବ ଆଚାଯଥୟ ନରଜଷି୍ଟ୍ରାର ଶ୍ରୀ ବାମନଦବ ଆଚାଯଥୟ ଓଡଶିାର ସମଦୃ୍ଧ 
ଉର୍ତ୍ତରାଧିକାରୀ ତଥା ଐତହିୟର ମହାେତା ବଖାଣିଥିନଲ। ଭାଷା ଉପନର ଆଧାରତି ଏକ ସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର ରାଜୟ ଭାବନର ଓଡଶିା ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠା 
କରବିାନର ଉତ୍କଳ ନଗୌରବ ମଧୁସୂଦେ ଦାସ ଏବଂ ଅେୟମାେଙ୍କ ପର ିମହାେ ନେତାଙ୍କ ଭୂମିକା ନସ ସ୍ମରଣ କରଥିିନଲ। ନସ ଏହ ି
ଉତ୍ସବର ମୁଖୟ ଅତଥିିଙ୍କ ପରଚିୟ ମଧ୍ୟ ପ୍ରଦାେ କରଥିିନଲ। 

 
ଏହ ିସମାନବଶକୁ ସନମବାଧିତ କର ିମୁଖୟ ଅତଥିି ପ୍ରନେସର ବାରକି ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱରଙୁ୍କ ଏଭଳ ିକାଯଥୟକ୍ରମ ଆନୟାଜେ କର ି
ଓଡଶିାର ଐତହିୟକୁ ବଞ୍ଚାଇ ରଖିବାର ପ୍ରୟାସ କରୁଥିବାରୁ ପ୍ରଶଂସା କରଥିିନଲ। ବଭିିନ୍ନ ସାହତିୟିକ ସନ୍ଦଭଥ ଏବଂ କବତିା ସମବନ୍ଧୀୟ 
ସୂଚୋ ମାଧ୍ୟମନର ନସ ବଭିିନ୍ନ ଓଡଆି ନେତାଙ୍କ ଅବଦାେକୁ ମନେ ପକାଇଥିନଲ, ନଯଉଁମାନେ ଓଡଶିାକୁ ଏକ ସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର ରାଜୟ କରବିା 
ଦଗିନର ଉଦୟମ କରଥିିନଲ। ନସ ପ୍ରାଚୀେ କାଳରୁ ରାଜୟର ମହାେ ସାହତିୟିକମାେଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାରା ବୃଦ୍ଧ ିଏବଂ ସମଦୃ୍ଧ ନହାଇଥିବା ଓଡଆି 
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ଭାଷା ଏବଂ ସାହତିୟର ଇତହିାସ ବଷିୟନର ମଧ୍ୟ ଉନେଖ କରଥିିନଲ। ନସ ଭାରତର ଶାସ୍ତ୍ରୀୟ ଭାଷା ଭାବନର ଓଡଆି ଭାଷାର 
ମହାେତା ଏବଂ ଓଡଶିାର ସମଦୃ୍ଧ କଳା ଓ ପରମ୍ପରା ବଷିୟନର ମଧ୍ୟ କହଥିିନଲ। 
କାଯଥୟକ୍ରମର ପ୍ରାରମ୍ଭନର ଡକଟର ନରମୟା େୀଲାେନଚରୀ, ଏକ ଭରତ ନଶ୍ରଷ୍ଠ ଭାରତ (ଇବଏିସବ)ିର ସଂନଯାଜକ ସ୍ୱାଗତ ଭାଷଣ 
ପ୍ରଦାେ କରଥିିନଲ। ଏହ ିକାଯଥୟକ୍ରମକୁ ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱରର ଇବଏିସବ ିଟମି୍ ସଂନଯାଜୋ କରଥିିନଲ। 
ଏହ ିଅବସରନର, ଓଡଶିା ଉପନର ଏକ କି୍ୱଜ୍ କାଯଥୟକ୍ରମ ମଧ୍ୟ ଅେୁଷି୍ଠତ ନହାଇଥିଲା। ଅେୁଷ୍ଠାେର ସଦସୟମାେଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାରା ପରନିବଷିତ 
ସାଂସ୍କତୃକି କାଯଥୟକ୍ରମ ଉତ୍କଳର କଳା ଓ ଐତହିୟର ପ୍ରଦଶଥେ କର ିଦଶଥକଙୁ୍କ ଆକଷିତ କରଥିିଲା। 
ଏହ ିଉତ୍ସବକୁ ପାଳେ କରବିା ଉନଦଶୟନର ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠାେର ନକନ୍ଦ୍ରୀୟ ପାଠାଗାର ପକ୍ଷରୁ ଓଡଶିା ସମ୍ପକତି ବଭିିନ୍ନ ପୁସ୍ତକର ଏକ ସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର 
ପ୍ରଦଶଥେ କରଛି।ି ଇତହିାସ, କଳା, ସଂସ୍କତୃ,ି ଭାଷା, ଏବଂ ସାହତିୟ ସନମତ ବଭିିନ୍ନ ବଷିୟ ଉପନର ସମବଳତି ଏହ ିସ୍ୱତନ୍ତ୍ର ପୁସ୍ତକ ସଂଗ୍ରହ 
୧ ଏପି୍ରଲରୁ ୩ ଏପି୍ରଲ ପଯଥୟନ୍ତ ପ୍ରଦଶତି ନହବ। 

ଏହାପୂବଥରୁ, ଉତ୍କଳ ଦବିସର ଅବୟବହତି ପୂବଥରୁ ମାଚ୍ଚଥ ୩୧ ତାରଖି ସନ୍ଧୟାନର ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱରର ଉନ୍ନତ ଭାରତ ଅଭିଯାେ 
(ୟୁବଏି) ପକ୍ଷରୁ ଓଡଶିାର ବଭିିନ୍ନ ପାରମ୍ପରକି ଖାଦୟ ଏବଂ ହସ୍ତତନ୍ତ ସାମଗ୍ରୀର ଏକ ପ୍ରଦଶଥେୀ ଆନୟାଜତି ନହାଇଥିଲା। ଏହ ି
ପ୍ରଦଶଥେୀନର ନପାଡ ପିଠା, ଆରଶିା ପିଠା, ରସାବଳୀ, ମାଣି୍ଡଆରୁ ପ୍ରସୁ୍ତତ ବଭିିନ୍ନ ଖାଦୟ ସାମଗ୍ରୀ ଇତୟାଦ ିତଥା ପଟ୍ଟଚତି୍ର ଉତ୍ପାଦ, ପିପିଲି 
ଚାନୁ୍ଦଆ, ସାବାଇ ଘାସରୁ ପ୍ରସୁ୍ତତ ସାମଗ୍ରୀ, ପାରମ୍ପରକି କଳାନର ସମଦୃ୍ଧ ବଭିିନ୍ନ ଘର ସାଜସଜ୍ଜା ସାମଗ୍ରୀ ଏବଂ ଅଳଙ୍କାର ଆଦ ିପ୍ରଦଶତି 
ଏବଂ ବକି୍ରୟ ନହାଇଥିଲା। ୟୁବଏି ଅଧୀେନର ନପାଷୟଗ୍ରାମ ଭାନବ ଗ୍ରହଣ କରାଯାଇଥିବା େକିଟବର୍ତ୍ତଥୀ ଗ୍ରାମଗୁଡକିର ସ୍ୱୟଂ ସହାୟକ 
ନଗାଷ୍ଠୀ, ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର ଅଧିେସ୍ଥ ଷ୍ଟାଟଥ ଅପ୍ ଏବଂ କଳଙି୍ଗ ସ୍ୱରାଜ ୋଉନଣ୍ଡସନ୍ (ମହଳିା ୱିଙ୍୍ଗ) ର ମହଳିା ଉନଦୟାଗୀମାେଙ୍କ 
ସନମତ ୧୪ ଟ ିସଂଗଠେ ଏହ ିକାଯଥୟକ୍ରମନର ଅଂଶଗ୍ରହଣ କରଥିିନଲ ଏବଂ ନସମାେଙ୍କର ହସ୍ତତନ୍ତ ଉତ୍ପାଦ ଏବଂ ରନ୍ଧେ ସାମଗ୍ରୀ 
ପ୍ରଦଶଥେ କରଥିିନଲ। ଆଇଆଇଟ ିଭୁବନେଶ୍ୱର କୟାମ୍ପସ ଏବଂ ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠାେର ଆଖପାଖ ବାସନି୍ଦାଙ୍କ ସନମତ ପ୍ରାୟ ୭୦୦ ବୟକି୍ତ ଏହ ି
ପ୍ରଦଶଥେୀ-ତଥା-ବକି୍ରୟ କାଯଥୟକ୍ରମକୁ ବୁଲି ନଦଖିଥିନଲ। େନିଦଥଶକ ପ୍ରନେସର ଶ୍ରୀପଦ୍ କରମାଲକର ଅଂଶଗ୍ରହଣକାରୀମାେଙୁ୍କ ଉତ୍ସାହତି 
କରଥିିନଲ ଏବଂ ପ୍ରଦଶଥେୀନର ଉପସ୍ଥାପିତ ନହାଇଥିବା ନଶ୍ରଷ୍ଠ ତନିୋଟ ିଷ୍ଟଲ୍ ଏବଂ ନଶ୍ରଷ୍ଠ ତନିୋଟ ିଖାଦୟକୁ ପୁରସ୍କାର ବତିରଣ 
କରଥିିନଲ। ୟୁବଏି ଦଳର ନସ୍ୱଚ୍ଛାନସବୀମାେଙ୍କ ସହ ୟୁବଏିର ସଂନଯାଜକିା ଡକଟର ସୀମା ବାହେିୀପତ ିଏବଂ ଡକଟର ମଧୁସି୍ମତା ଦାଶ 
ପ୍ରମୁଖ ଏହ ିକାଯଥୟକ୍ରମର ପରଚିାଳୋ କରଥିିନଲ। 
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Bhubaneswar, 1st April 2024: Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) 
Bhubaneswar has celebrated Utkal Diwas in a grand manner. Chief 
Guest Prof. Parthasarathi Ajay Barik, an eminent speaker of Odia & 
English Literature and Editor of a weekly newspaper “The Chira 
Sandhaan” graced the occasion, in the presence of Prof. Shreepad 
Karmalkar, Director, IIT Bhubaneswar, Prof. Rajesh Roshan Dash, Dean 
(Student Affairs) and Shri Bamadev Acharya, Registrar of the Institute. 
 
In his presidential address, Prof. Karmalkar described his experience 

https://odishahaat.com/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/
https://odishahaat.com/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/
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in Odisha during more than a year of his stay in Odisha. He said : “IIT 
Bhubaneswar is committed and working consistently towards 
transforming the education sector of Odisha, with special focus on 
reshaping the technological education scenario of the State. Recently, 
the Institute has launched the ambitious 100-Cube Start-up Initiative, 
which aims to create 100 start-ups, each with a valuation of Rs. 100 
crore by the 100th Anniversary of Odisha in 2036.” “In addition, IIT 
Bhubaneswar is also focusing on researching the ancient knowledge 
resources to unearth mysteries behind the scientific insight and the 
engineering marvels of ancient Odisha,” he added. 

 

Speaking on the occasion, Registrar Shri Bamadev Acharya cherished 
the rich legacy and heritage of the land of Odisha. He remembered the 
role of great leaders like Utkal Gaurav Madhusudan Das and others in 
establishing Odisha as an independent state based on language. He 
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also introduced the Chief Guest of the occasion. 
 
In his address to the gathering, Chief Guest Prof. Barik appreciated IIT 
Bhubaneswar for upholding and promoting the heritage of Odisha by 
organising such programmes. Through various literary references, and 
poetic inferences, he recollected the contributions of different Odia 
leaders, who made efforts towards making Odisha an independent 
State. He also mentioned the history of Odia language and literature, 
which were enhanced and enriched by great litterateurs of the State, 
starting from the ancient age. He emphasized on the significance of 
Odia as a Classical Language of India and the art and culture of 
Odisha as part and parcel of Odisha’s rich tradition. 
 
At the outset, Dr. Remya Neelancherry, Coordinator, Ek Bharat 
Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) delivered the welcome address. The 
programme was coordinated by the EBSB Team of IIT Bhubaneswar. 
 
The celebration also included a Quiz on Odisha. A vibrant cultural 
programme by the members of the Institute showcased the spirit of 
the occasion and enthralled the audience. 
 
To mark the occasion, the Central Library of the Institute has initiated 
a special book display celebrating the enchanting land of Odisha and 
its rich cultural heritage for the members of the Institute. This special 
collection of books, that delves into various facets of Odisha’s 
heritage, including its history, art, culture, language, and literature will 
be displayed from 1st April to 3rd April 2024. 
 
Prior to this, on the eve of Utkal Diwas, the Unnat Bharat Abhiyan 
(UBA) of IIT Bhubaneswar organized an Exhibition-cum-Sale of various 
traditional foods like poda pitha, arisha pitha, rasabali, millet items 
etc. and handicrafts of Odisha like Pattachitra products, Pipili 
Chandua, Sabai Ghasa Products, home decors and jewelry with 
traditional artwork etc., representing the rich culture and heritage of 
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the State on 31st March 2024. As many as 14 organisations, including 
Self Help Groups from nearby villages adopted under UBA, start-ups 
incubated at IIT Bhubaneswar, and women entrepreneurs of Kalinga 
Swaraj Foundation (Women’s Wing) participated in this programme 
and showcased their handcrafted products and culinary delights. This 
Exhibition-cum-Sale witnessed a footfall of around 700 visitors, 
including the residents of IIT Bhubaneswar campus and the vicinity of 
the Institute. Director Prof. Shreepad Karmalkar encouraged the 
participants and handed over prizes to the top three stalls and the top 
three dishes presented in the exhibition. Dr. Seema Bahinipati, 
Coordinator, UBA, IIT Bhubaneswar and Dr. Madhusmita Dash, along 
with the volunteers of the team managed this event. 
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Bhubaneswar April 1 : Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bhubaneswar has celebrated Utkal Diwas in a grand 

manner. Chief Guest Prof. Parthasarathi Ajay Barik, an eminent speaker of Odia & English Literature and Editor of a 

weekly newspaper “The Chira Sandhaan” graced the occasion, in the presence of Prof. Shreepad Karmalkar, Director, 

IIT Bhubaneswar, Prof. Rajesh Roshan Dash, Dean (Student Affairs) and Shri Bamadev Acharya, Registrar of the 

Institute. 

In his presidential address, Prof. Karmalkar described his experience in Odisha during more than a year of his stay in 

Odisha. He said : “IIT Bhubaneswar is committed and working consistently towards transforming the education sector 

of Odisha, with special focus on reshaping the technological education scenario of the State. Recently, the Institute has 

launched the ambitious 100-Cube Start-up Initiative, which aims to create 100 start-ups, each with a valuation of Rs. 

100 crore by the 100th Anniversary of Odisha in 2036.” “In addition, IIT Bhubaneswar is also focusing on researching 

the ancient knowledge resources to unearth mysteries behind the scientific insight and the engineering marvels of 

ancient Odisha,” he added. 

Speaking on the occasion, Registrar Shri Bamadev Acharya cherished the rich legacy and heritage of the land of 

Odisha. He remembered the role of great leaders like Utkal Gaurav Madhusudan Das and others in establishing Odisha 

as an independent state based on language. He also introduced the Chief Guest of the occasion. 

In his address to the gathering, Chief Guest Prof. Barik appreciated IIT Bhubaneswar for upholding and promoting the 

heritage of Odisha by organising such programmes. Through various literary references, and poetic inferences, he 

recollected the contributions of different Odia leaders, who made efforts towards making Odisha an independent State. 

He also mentioned the history of Odia language and literature, which were enhanced and enriched by great litterateurs 

of the State, starting from the ancient age. He emphasized on the significance of Odia as a Classical Language of India 

and the art and culture of Odisha as part and parcel of Odisha’s rich tradition. 

https://indusvalleytimes.com/news/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/
https://indusvalleytimes.com/news/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/
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At the outset, Dr. Remya Neelancherry, Coordinator, Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) delivered the welcome 

address. The programme was coordinated by the EBSB Team of IIT Bhubaneswar. 

The celebration also included a Quiz on Odisha. A vibrant cultural programme by the members of the Institute 

showcased the spirit of the occasion and enthralled the audience. 

To mark the occasion, the Central Library of the Institute has initiated a special book display celebrating the enchanting 

land of Odisha and its rich cultural heritage for the members of the Institute. This special collection of books, that delves 

into various facets of Odisha’s heritage, including its history, art, culture, language, and literature will be displayed from 

1st April to 3rd April 2024. 

Prior to this, on the eve of Utkal Diwas, the Unnat Bharat Abhiyan (UBA) of IIT Bhubaneswar organized an Exhibition-

cum-Sale of various traditional foods like poda pitha, arisha pitha, rasabali, millet items etc. and handicrafts of Odisha 

like Pattachitra products, Pipili Chandua, Sabai Ghasa Products, home decors and jewelry with traditional artwork etc., 

representing the rich culture and heritage of the State on 31st March 2024. As many as 14 organisations, including Self 

Help Groups from nearby villages adopted under UBA, start-ups incubated at IIT Bhubaneswar, and women 

entrepreneurs of Kalinga Swaraj Foundation (Women’s Wing) participated in this programme and showcased their 

handcrafted products and culinary delights. This Exhibition-cum-Sale witnessed a footfall of around 700 visitors, 

including the residents of IIT Bhubaneswar campus and the vicinity of the Institute. Director Prof. Shreepad Karmalkar 

encouraged the participants and handed over prizes to the top three stalls and the top three dishes presented in the 

exhibition. Dr. Seema Bahinipati, Coordinator, UBA, IIT Bhubaneswar and Dr. Madhusmita Dash, along with the 

volunteers of the team managed this event. 
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Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bhubaneswar has  celebrated Utkal Diwas in a grand 

manner. Chief Guest Prof. Parthasarathi Ajay Barik,  an eminent speaker of Odia & 

English Literature and Editor of a weekly newspaper  “The Chira Sandhaan” graced the 

occasion, in the presence of Prof. Shreepad  Karmalkar, Director, IIT Bhubaneswar, Prof. 

Rajesh Roshan Dash, Dean (Student  Affairs) and Shri Bamadev Acharya, Registrar of 

the Institute.   

In his presidential address, Prof. Karmalkar described his experience in Odisha 

during  more than a year of his stay in Odisha. He said : “IIT Bhubaneswar is committed 

and  working consistently towards transforming the education sector of Odisha, with 

https://www.campusvarta.com/article/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage
https://www.campusvarta.com/article/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage
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special  focus on reshaping the technological education scenario of the State. Recently, 

the  Institute has launched the ambitious 100-Cube Start-up Initiative, which aims to 

create  100 start-ups, each with a valuation of Rs. 100 crore by the 100th Anniversary 

of  Odisha in 2036.” “In addition, IIT Bhubaneswar is also focusing on researching 

the  ancient knowledge resources to unearth mysteries behind the scientific insight and 

the  engineering marvels of ancient Odisha,” he added.  

Speaking on the occasion, Registrar Shri Bamadev Acharya cherished the rich 

legacy  and heritage of the land of Odisha. He remembered the role of great leaders like 

Utkal  Gaurav Madhusudan Das and others in establishing Odisha as an independent 

state  based on language. He also introduced the Chief Guest of the occasion.  

In his address to the gathering, Chief Guest Prof. Barik appreciated IIT Bhubaneswar  for 

upholding and promoting the heritage of Odisha by organising such 

programmes.  Through various literary references, and poetic inferences, he recollected 

the  contributions of different Odia leaders, who made efforts towards making Odisha 

an  independent State. He also mentioned the history of Odia language and 

literature,  which were enhanced and enriched by great litterateurs of the State, starting 

from the  ancient age. He emphasized on the significance of Odia as a Classical 

Language of  India and the art and culture of Odisha as part and parcel of Odisha’s rich 

tradition.  

At the outset, Dr. Remya Neelancherry, Coordinator, Ek Bharat Shreshtha 

Bharat  (EBSB) delivered the welcome address. The programme was coordinated by 

the  EBSB Team of IIT Bhubaneswar.   

The celebration also included a Quiz on Odisha. A vibrant cultural programme by 

the  members of the Institute showcased the spirit of the occasion and enthralled 

the  audience.  

To mark the occasion, the Central Library of the Institute has initiated a special 

book  display celebrating the enchanting land of Odisha and its rich cultural heritage for 

the  
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members of the Institute. This special collection of books, that delves into various  facets 

of Odisha's heritage, including its history, art, culture, language, and literature  will be 

displayed from 1st April to 3rd April 2024.  

Prior to this, on the eve of Utkal Diwas, the Unnat Bharat Abhiyan (UBA) of 

IIT  Bhubaneswar organized an Exhibition-cum-Sale of various traditional foods like 

poda  pitha, arisha pitha, rasabali, millet items etc. and handicrafts of Odisha like 

Pattachitra  products, Pipili Chandua, Sabai Ghasa Products, home decors and jewelry 

with  traditional artwork etc., representing the rich culture and heritage of the State on 

31st  

March 2024. As many as 14 organisations, including Self Help Groups from 

nearby  villages adopted under UBA, start-ups incubated at IIT Bhubaneswar, and 

women  entrepreneurs of Kalinga Swaraj Foundation (Women’s Wing) participated in 

this  programme and showcased their handcrafted products and culinary delights. 

This  Exhibition-cum-Sale witnessed a footfall of around 700 visitors, including the 

residents  of IIT Bhubaneswar campus and the vicinity of the Institute. Director Prof. 

Shreepad  Karmalkar encouraged the participants and handed over prizes to the top 

three stalls  and the top three dishes presented in the exhibition. Dr. Seema 

Bahinipati,  Coordinator, UBA, IIT Bhubaneswar and Dr. Madhusmita Dash, along with 

the  volunteers of the team managed this event.  
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Bhubaneswar, 1st April 2024: Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bhubaneswar has 
celebrated Utkal Diwas in a grand manner. Chief Guest Prof. Parthasarathi Ajay Barik, an 
eminent speaker of Odia & English Literature and Editor of a weekly newspaper “The Chira 
Sandhaan”graced the occasion, in the presence of Prof. Shreepad Karmalkar, Director, IIT 
Bhubaneswar, Prof. Rajesh Roshan Dash, Dean (Student Affairs) and Shri Bamadev Acharya, 
Registrar of the Institute. 

In his presidential address, Prof. Karmalkar described his experience in Odisha during more 
than a year of his stay in Odisha. He said : “IIT Bhubaneswar is committed and working 
consistently towards transforming the education sector of Odisha, with special focus on 
reshaping the technological education scenario of the State. Recently, the Institute has 
launched the ambitious 100-Cube Start-up Initiative, which aims to create 100 start-ups, 
each with a valuation of Rs. 100 crore by the 100th Anniversary of Odisha in 2036.” “In 
addition,IIT Bhubaneswar is alsofocusing on researching the ancient knowledge resources to 

https://kalingavoice.com/odisha/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/?fbclid=IwAR0HPAsWhHRrDztfN9sZy43jG8drVXvD2NMw-i0SqfLNzLfXdy3wez5M7ks_aem_AUHWm18EN5-9PM1Hu9vSCvDPr6bY7T8IGkRFCPC0bMRCHFO7-j3zlYnSEe_oMLqmhT_gLBjIBvpvlCVcz46Zac1c
https://kalingavoice.com/odisha/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/?fbclid=IwAR0HPAsWhHRrDztfN9sZy43jG8drVXvD2NMw-i0SqfLNzLfXdy3wez5M7ks_aem_AUHWm18EN5-9PM1Hu9vSCvDPr6bY7T8IGkRFCPC0bMRCHFO7-j3zlYnSEe_oMLqmhT_gLBjIBvpvlCVcz46Zac1c
https://kalingavoice.com/odisha/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/?fbclid=IwAR0HPAsWhHRrDztfN9sZy43jG8drVXvD2NMw-i0SqfLNzLfXdy3wez5M7ks_aem_AUHWm18EN5-9PM1Hu9vSCvDPr6bY7T8IGkRFCPC0bMRCHFO7-j3zlYnSEe_oMLqmhT_gLBjIBvpvlCVcz46Zac1c
https://kalingavoice.com/odisha/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/?fbclid=IwAR0HPAsWhHRrDztfN9sZy43jG8drVXvD2NMw-i0SqfLNzLfXdy3wez5M7ks_aem_AUHWm18EN5-9PM1Hu9vSCvDPr6bY7T8IGkRFCPC0bMRCHFO7-j3zlYnSEe_oMLqmhT_gLBjIBvpvlCVcz46Zac1c
https://kalingavoice.com/odisha/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/?fbclid=IwAR0HPAsWhHRrDztfN9sZy43jG8drVXvD2NMw-i0SqfLNzLfXdy3wez5M7ks_aem_AUHWm18EN5-9PM1Hu9vSCvDPr6bY7T8IGkRFCPC0bMRCHFO7-j3zlYnSEe_oMLqmhT_gLBjIBvpvlCVcz46Zac1c
https://kalingavoice.com/odisha/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/?fbclid=IwAR0HPAsWhHRrDztfN9sZy43jG8drVXvD2NMw-i0SqfLNzLfXdy3wez5M7ks_aem_AUHWm18EN5-9PM1Hu9vSCvDPr6bY7T8IGkRFCPC0bMRCHFO7-j3zlYnSEe_oMLqmhT_gLBjIBvpvlCVcz46Zac1c
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unearth mysteries behind the scientific insightand the engineering marvels of ancient 
Odisha,” he added. 

Speaking on the occasion, Registrar Shri Bamadev Acharyacherished the rich legacy and 
heritage of the land of Odisha. He remembered the role of great leaders like Utkal Gaurav 
Madhusudan Das and others in establishing Odisha as an independent state based on 
language. He also introduced the Chief Guest of the occasion. 

In his address to the gathering, Chief Guest Prof. Barik appreciated IIT Bhubaneswar for 
upholding and promoting the heritage of Odisha by organising such programmes. Through 
various literary references, and poetic inferences, he recollected the contributions of 
different Odia leaders, who made efforts towards making Odisha an independent State. He 
also mentioned the history of Odia language and literature, which were enhanced and 
enriched by great litterateurs of the State, starting from the ancient age. He emphasized on 
the significance of Odia as a Classical Language of India and the art and culture of Odisha as 
part and parcel of Odisha’s rich tradition. 

 

At the outset, Dr. Remya Neelancherry, Coordinator, Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) 
delivered the welcome address. The programme was coordinated by the EBSB Team of IIT 
Bhubaneswar. 

The celebration also included a Quiz on Odisha. A vibrant cultural programme by the 
members of the Institute showcased the spirit of the occasion and enthralled the audience. 

To mark the occasion, the Central Library of the Institute has initiated a special book display 
celebrating the enchanting land of Odisha and its rich cultural heritage for the members of 
the Institute. This special collection of books, that delves into various facets of Odisha’s 
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heritage, including its history, art, culture, language, and literature will be displayed from 
1st April to 3rd April 2024. 

Prior to this, on the eve of Utkal Diwas, the Unnat Bharat Abhiyan (UBA) of IIT Bhubaneswar 
organized an Exhibition-cum-Sale of various traditional foods like podapitha, arishapitha, 
rasabali, millet items etc. and handicrafts of Odisha like Pattachitra products, PipiliChandua, 
Sabai Ghasa Products, home decors and jewelry with traditional artwork etc., representing 
the rich culture and heritage of the State on 31st March 2024. As many as 14 organisations, 
including Self Help Groups from nearby villages adopted under UBA, start-ups incubated at 
IIT Bhubaneswar, and women entrepreneurs of Kalinga Swaraj Foundation (Women’s Wing) 
participated in this programme and showcased their handcrafted products and culinary 
delights. This Exhibition-cum-Sale witnessed a footfall of around 700 visitors, including the 
residents of IIT Bhubaneswar campus and the vicinity of the Institute. Director Prof. 
Shreepad Karmalkar encouraged the participants and handed over prizes to the top three 
stalls and the top three dishes presented in the exhibition. Dr. Seema Bahinipati, 
Coordinator, UBA, IIT Bhubaneswar and Dr. Madhusmita Dash, along with the volunteers of 
the team managed this event. 
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Media/Publication Shashak Prashashak.com 

Date 2nd April, 2024 Language Odia 

Headline 

IIT Bhubaneswar Celebrates Utkal Diwas with A Tribute To Odisha’s 

History &Heritage 

Link 

https://shasakprashasak.com/index.php/state/40294-2024-04-02-06-18-

21?fbclid=IwAR2mkwPMYoI1vsx6Gb9eb0dmqu-

6_n7hhh9tSvHe7AbLXhrb4WtqR-

0QYOA_aem_AUHVlbmAju7u936dMumfalYkD-BYzQ_GaieFq2Lpb3q5-

105EtLX_FLF4fKIn_fuk-YI5L8S1A4zrzHlcfI-zEPJ  

 

 

https://shasakprashasak.com/index.php/state/40294-2024-04-02-06-18-21?fbclid=IwAR2mkwPMYoI1vsx6Gb9eb0dmqu-6_n7hhh9tSvHe7AbLXhrb4WtqR-0QYOA_aem_AUHVlbmAju7u936dMumfalYkD-BYzQ_GaieFq2Lpb3q5-105EtLX_FLF4fKIn_fuk-YI5L8S1A4zrzHlcfI-zEPJ
https://shasakprashasak.com/index.php/state/40294-2024-04-02-06-18-21?fbclid=IwAR2mkwPMYoI1vsx6Gb9eb0dmqu-6_n7hhh9tSvHe7AbLXhrb4WtqR-0QYOA_aem_AUHVlbmAju7u936dMumfalYkD-BYzQ_GaieFq2Lpb3q5-105EtLX_FLF4fKIn_fuk-YI5L8S1A4zrzHlcfI-zEPJ
https://shasakprashasak.com/index.php/state/40294-2024-04-02-06-18-21?fbclid=IwAR2mkwPMYoI1vsx6Gb9eb0dmqu-6_n7hhh9tSvHe7AbLXhrb4WtqR-0QYOA_aem_AUHVlbmAju7u936dMumfalYkD-BYzQ_GaieFq2Lpb3q5-105EtLX_FLF4fKIn_fuk-YI5L8S1A4zrzHlcfI-zEPJ
https://shasakprashasak.com/index.php/state/40294-2024-04-02-06-18-21?fbclid=IwAR2mkwPMYoI1vsx6Gb9eb0dmqu-6_n7hhh9tSvHe7AbLXhrb4WtqR-0QYOA_aem_AUHVlbmAju7u936dMumfalYkD-BYzQ_GaieFq2Lpb3q5-105EtLX_FLF4fKIn_fuk-YI5L8S1A4zrzHlcfI-zEPJ
https://shasakprashasak.com/index.php/state/40294-2024-04-02-06-18-21?fbclid=IwAR2mkwPMYoI1vsx6Gb9eb0dmqu-6_n7hhh9tSvHe7AbLXhrb4WtqR-0QYOA_aem_AUHVlbmAju7u936dMumfalYkD-BYzQ_GaieFq2Lpb3q5-105EtLX_FLF4fKIn_fuk-YI5L8S1A4zrzHlcfI-zEPJ
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Media/Publication The Samaja 

Date 2nd April, 2024 Language Odia 

Headline 

Utkal Divas at IIT Bhubaneswar 
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Media/Publication The Pioneer 

Date 3rd April, 2024 Language English 

Headline 

IIT BBS pays tribute to Odish’s heritage on Utkal Divas 
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Media/Publication The Suryaprava 

Date 3rd April, 2024 Language Odia 

Headline 

Konarka Manthan by IIT-BBS: Focus on Sun Temple’s architecture, 

bldg. materials 
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Media/Publication IBG News.com 

Date 3rd April, 2024 Language English 

Headline 

IIT Bhubaneswar celebrates Utkal Diwas with a tribute to Odisha’s 

history & heritage 

Link 

https://ibgnews.com/2024/04/02/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-

diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/  

 

 

https://ibgnews.com/2024/04/02/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/
https://ibgnews.com/2024/04/02/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-utkal-diwas-with-a-tribute-to-odishas-history-heritage/
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Media/Publication The Sambad 

Date 4th April, 2024 Language Odia 

Headline 

Utkal Diwas celebrated at IIT Bhubaneswar 
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Media/Publication The Azad Sipahi 

Date 4th April, 2024 Language Hindi 

Headline 

IIT Bhubaneswar celebrates Utkal Diwas with a tribute to Odisha’s 

history & heritage 

 

 

 

 


